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From antennas to x-ray tubes,  
and plenty in between

with features and solvers suited to virtually all kinds of eM 
problems, CST STUDiO SUiTe tools have been used to simulate 
and design an extensive array of devices and systems, including 
mobile phones, rFiDs, PCBs, transformers and particle guns.  
The integrated interface and the new project wizard make it  
simple to switch between design projects and customize the 
package for specific applications according to past experience.  
The solver range includes high-frequency (time domain, frequency 
domain, integral equation, asymptotic, fast resonant, eigenmode 
and multilayer), low-frequency (static and quasistatic fields 
and current flow), charged particle (particle tracking, particle-
in-cell (PiC) and wakefield), multi -physics (temperature and 
mechanical stress) and circuit simulation technology, with each 
solver well suited particular problems. 

The CST STUDiO SUiTe graphical user interface displaying a 3D eM simulation of a wearable antenna and body model. Shown is the absolute value of the electric field.

CST STudio SuiTe
CST STUDIO SUITE 2013 is the culmination of years of research 
and development into finding the most accurate and efficient 
computational solutions for electromagnetic (EM) designs. From 
static to optical, and from the nanoscale to the electrically large, 
CST STUDIO SUITE includes tools for the design, simulation and 
optimization of a wide range of devices. Analysis is not limited 
to purely EM effects, but can also include thermal and mechani-
cal effects and circuit simulation.

The intuitive Ribbon-based user interface provides easy access 
to the palette of solvers, macros and templates, offering a 

“Complete Technology” solution for 3D EM simulation. System 
Assembly and Modeling (SAM) facilitates multiphysics and 
co-simulation approaches, and makes it easy to manage entire 
electromagnetic systems.
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CST STudio SuiTe

CST DeSiGN STUDiO (CST DS) is a versatile tool that facilitates 3D eM/circuit co-
simulation and synthesis, as well as system simulation and optimization.

The modules that make up CST STUDIO SUITE are tightly integrated, giving users access to 
the entire range of solver technology and allowing circuit and multiphysics co-simulation.

CST MiCrOwAve STUDiO (CST MwS) is our industry-leading tool for the fast and  
accurate simulation of high-frequency devices. Application areas include microwave & rF, 
eDA/electronics and eMC/eMi.

CST eM STUDiO (CST eMS) is for the design and analysis of static and low-frequency 
eM applications such as motors, sensors, actuators, transformers and shielding enclosures.

CST PArTiCLe STUDiO (CST PS) is a specialized product dedicated to the fully 
consistent simulation of free-moving charged particles. Applications include electron 
guns, traveling wave tubes, magnetrons and wakefields.

CST CABLe STUDiO (CST CS) is for signal integrity and eMC/eMi analysis of cables 
and cable harnesses. it offers full bi-directional co-simulation with high frequency 3D 
transient solvers.

CST PCB STUDiO (CST PCBS) is for the simulation of signal and power integrity effects 
on printed circuit boards.

CST BOArDCHeCK (CST BC) is a rule checking program that reads popular board file 
formats and checks the PCB design against a suite of eMC or Si rules.

CST MPHYSiCS STUDiO (CST MPS) is a multiphysics module for thermal simulations 
and mechanical stress analysis.

Trademarks 
CST, CST STUDiO SUiTe, CST MiCrOwAve STUDiO, CST eM STUDiO, CST PArTiCLe STUDiO, CST CABLe STUDiO,  

CST PCB STUDiO, CST MPHYSiCS STUDiO, CST MiCrOSTriPeS, CST DeSiGN STUDiO, CST BOArDCHeCK,  

PerFeCT BOUNDArY APPrOXiMATiON (PBA), and the CST logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of  

CST in North America, the european Union, and other countries. Other brands and their products are trade-

marks or registered trademarks of their respective holders and should be noted as such.
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integrated design environment

The integrated design environment at the  
heart of CST STUDiO SUiTe allows users 
to bring a wide range of techniques to 
bear on any given problem, opening up 
whole new avenues of possibilities for 
coupled simulation:

 ó eM/circuit co-simulation
 ó  Thermal analysis using all 3D electric 
loss results

 ó  Analysis of thermal expansion and 
mechanical stress

 ó  Magnetostatic analysis of current  
flow fields

 ó  Charged particle simulation with 3D 
static and eigenmode fields

 ó  Bi-directional cable/field co-simulation

The intuitive and easy-to-use graphical user interface is com-
mon to all of the CST 3D simulators. Several projects can be 
opened simultaneously in a single front-end using the tabbed 
multiple document interface.

CST STUDiO SUiTe also comes with a schematic design tool, 
CST DeSiGN STUDiO (CST DS), which can be used to set up 
systems as circuits connecting, for example, rF circuits or 3D 
CST MiCrOwAve STUDiO (CST MwS) models. By decomposing 
large systems into smaller sub-components, CST DS can help 
to increase simulation performance. True transient 3D eM/
circuit co-simulation offers the means to include non-linear 
elements in 3D eM simulations, improving the simulation of 
multi-port devices. CST DS is the basis for the System Assembly 
and Modeling (SAM) approach that underpins CST STUDiO SUiTe. 
The integrated optimizer, with both local and global optimization 
algorithms, operates within and between the solver modules.

import and export tools allow CST STUDiO SUiTe to be inte-
grated into many workflows. Projects can be controlled using 
vBA and COM/DCOM, and the job control center facilitates the  
management of projects and allows the distribution of simula-
tions on a network. 
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The true transient eM/circuit co-simulation of a sub-nanosecond pulse generator: a 60 MHz signal is converted 

into a sharp pulse by a strongly non-linear step-recovery diode (SrD).

Particle-in-Cell simulation of a magnetron
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The quest to solve ever larger and more complex models demands continuous 
increases in performance – the time required to arrive at an accurate numerical 
simulation result. CST products offer excellent performance in a variety of ways: 
through powerful modeling tools, the ability to fit neatly into workflows, use of  
advanced numerical methods, and support for automated evaluation and optimi-
zation. These are the essential ingredients for a fast and successful design, allowing 
engineers to realize their ideas easily. 

Perfect Boundary Approximation

with the introduction of the PerFeCT BOUNDArY APPrOXiMATiON (PBA)® technol-
ogy into the finite integration technique (FiT), CST gained a major competitive 
advantage. while the standard finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) staircase grid is 
pretty efficient for a large number of mesh cells, it suffers from major drawbacks when 
it comes to the geometrical approximation of arbitrarily shaped structures.

in a convergence study, the accuracy of a staircase model improves slowly and un-
steadily, and needs a large number of iterations. Tetrahedral meshing has more or less 
the opposite strengths and weaknesses to staircase meshing – although it can model 
arbitrary fine structure better, it is less efficient than a structured mesh. PBA combines 
the advantages of both standard approaches and provides a superior solution for 
most applications. The geometrical precision achieved thanks to PBA enables smooth 
broadband convergence with fewer passes.
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      various meshing strategies for a simple sphere:  

staircase, tetrahedral linear, tetrahedral curved, and CST’s proprietary technology PBA.

Simulation Performance

“Using CST MICROWAVE STUDIO to model EMC and EMI  
performance has given us the competitive edge with our  
customers, and has enhanced their trust in our products.”
ralf Kakerow, Continental Automotive GmbH 

http://www.cst.com/Content/Products/MWS/Performance.aspx
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erNi ermet zeroXT 
connector.

“The ERNI Ermet zeroXT connector is able to transmit  
differen tial signals up to a data rate of 10 Gbit/s [of a non- 
return zero code]. The complete design support, including  
the electromagnetic field analysis, the impedance calculation  
and the crosstalk analysis, was done using CST MICROWAVE  
STUDIO. Due to the accurate results, the connector could be 
manufactured, without a major re-design, in one pass.”
Dr. Thomas Gneiting, AdMOS

True Geometry Adaptation

Traditional mesh refinement algorithms of tetrahedral frequency 
domain solvers do not improve the initial faceted representa-
tion of the structure. CST’s True Geometry Adaptation projects 
the refined mesh back onto the original model. when combined 
with arbitrary-order curved elements, unprecedented accuracy 
for tetrahedral meshes can be achieved.

Coaxial waveguide after traditional mesh adaption approaches (left and middle) 

and true geometry adaption (right).

excellent agreement between measured and simulated broadband gain of a 

Satimo dual-ridge horn antenna.

Freq (GHz)

dB
i

Broadband Simulation

Time domain simulations with CST MwS provide a multitude  
of time and frequency domain results, such as time signals, 
S-parameters, and near and farfields in both the frequency 
and time domain. A transient simulation can provide results 
at many frequency points with an arbitrarily fine frequency 
resolution in a single simulation run.

http://www.cst.com/Content/Applications/Article/3D+EM+Simulation+in+the+Design+Flow+of+High-Speed+Multi-Pin+Connectors+
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The Right Solver for the Job

Simulation performance is strongly dependent on the choice  
of solver. Different solvers are suited to different situations, 
depen ding on the geometric complexity of the system, its 
resonant behavior and its electrical size. The transient solver 
for instance excels for very detailed systems, while frequency 
domain methods are often best for electrically small applications. 
For systems where the best solver is unclear, the Complete 
Technology approach of CST STUDiO SUiTe makes it easy to 
choose between multiple solvers within a single user interface.

Handling details 

Many practical problems have varying levels of detail across 
the simulation model. CST employs various technologies to  
optimize simulation performance for these cases. The frequency 
domain solver implements mixed-order elements, while the 
broadband transient solver supports octree subgridding schemes. 
Compact models can replace fine details such as vents and 
seams with highly efficient macro models, and eM field results 
can be made available in other solvers through broadband  
field sources so that complex systems can be broken down.

3D model of a package imported from Cadence Allegro Package Designer (APD)
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Sensitivity and Yield Analysis

The sensitivity of a device’s performance to parameter changes 
can be a crucial design consideration. CST MwS allows the 
evaluation of the S-parameter dependencies on various model 
parameters on the basis of a single transient or frequency  
domain simulation. results for different model parameters can 
be derived subsequently without additional full-wave simula-
tions, speeding up the optimization process and allowing manu-
facturing yield analysis for complex three dimensional models 
with virtually no additional computational cost. 

optimization

Finding the best solution can be made considerably easier by  
using effective optimization strategies. CST STUDiO SUiTe 
features versatile algorithms for local and global optimization, 
such as the Trust region Method, which can use sensitivity  
information to reach a faster convergence, the Nelder-Mead 
Simplex Method, Particle Swarm and the CMA-evolution Strategy, 
a powerful global optimizer with good convergence behavior.
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increased performance through distributed computing.

High Performance Computing Techniques

CST offers a multitude of simulation acceleration options, 
such as multi-CPU processing, GPU processing, cluster com-
puting and distributed computing. in order to help make  
the most of investments and make it easier to choose the 
most effective acceleration solution for a given simulation 
model, CST uses an acceleration token scheme. This enables 

greater versatility in accessing and combining high-performance 
computing options, allowing acceleration methods to be mixed 
and matched. For example, a token can be used to increase the 
number of computers used in a cluster in one simulation  
run, and in the next run, to distribute a parameter sweep over 
the network.

http://www.cst.com/Content/Products/MWS/DistributedComputing.aspx
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Plane wave incident on an aircraft. Model provided by  

institut für Theorie elektromagntischer Felder (TeMF), www.temf.de 
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distributed Computing

Parameter sweeps and optimizations can be very time-consuming. 
Distributed computing spreads the workload across a network, 
allowing the user to go on to their next task while the simulations 
are performed in the background on a dedicated machine, or  
in parallel on a computer cluster for shorter optimization times.

MPi Computing

The Message Passing interface (MPi) enables the use of high-end 
computer clusters and cloud computing systems for handling 
models with extreme computational requirements, such as elec-
trically large or geometrically complex systems. MPi allows the 
use of the computational resources of a whole computer cluster 
in parallel and enables the simulation of models with computa-
tional requirements that a single workstation can’t fulfill.

Multi-CPu and GPu computing

The collaboration between CST and intel means that users of 
CST STUDiO SUiTe can enjoy optimal performance on the  
latest multicore hardware platforms. Alongside CPU processing, 
CST also supports the use of graphics processing units (GPUs) 
to enable low-cost, high-performance computing and speed up 
accurate simulation both for cluster and workstation users.
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“Everything is going well with our 
use of CST, and your support is much 
appreciated. In fact, such prompt 
support is a major reason that WD 
will continue to utilize CST in the 
future (in addition to its technical  
advantages).”
william Huber, 
western Digital Corporation

Surface currents excited by an in-vehicle antenna
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Ribbon-based Gui

The ribbon is an easy-to-use tab system which groups features and menus together 
according to their place in the simulation process, so that only the most relevant  
options are shown for each stage of the workflow. Additional contextual ribbon tabs 
appear when certain tasks are carried out, such as when setting up the mesh or  
viewing results. These make all the options available for each task clearly visible 
without cluttering the GUi when they aren’t useful.

The ribbon is integrated into every module within CST STUDiO SUiTe, providing a  
consistent design experience across different types of simulations, and can help both 
new and experienced users to work with CST STUDiO SUiTe, offering assistance at 
every step of the process.

Workflow integration
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The project wizard guides the user through setting up a simulation from start to finish.
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Project Wizard

The nature of the design cycle means that engineers often find 
themselves running the same sort of simulation over and over 
again. The new project wizard in CST STUDiO SUiTe helps the
user to set up and configure the simulation easily, with the 
best units, boundary conditions and solver tech nology for the 

problem automatically chosen. Custom configurations based on 
the user’s own experience of the best approach to a problem 
can also be stored and loaded with the wizard, for a more per-
sonalized workflow.
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using the Best-in-Class

CST consistently promotes the best-in-class approach. we 
specialize in developing 3D eM software and provide straight-
forward, easy-to-use links with other best-in-class vendors,  
connecting all available expertise. A wide range of import/ 
export filters enable the easy exchange of geometrical data 
with CAD tools, and imported structures can be modified,  
parameterized, and used for optimization and design studies.

Many workflows can be complemented by specialized soft-
ware tools such as Antenna Magus® for antenna synthesis, 
Optenni Lab™ for matching circuit optimization, eMiT for co-
site analysis and Savant for simulating antenna performance on  
electrically large platforms. All these products are integrated 
with CST STUDiO SUiTe and supported through CST channels.

CST STUDiO SUiTe can also interface with a variety of eDA tools 
for signal integrity analysis and rF circuit/system simulators 
for eM/circuit co-simulation, to unite the best techniques from 
many fields and build upon them. Moreover, the powerful 
vBA-based and OLe-compatible macro language allows direct 
communication with programs like MATLAB® or MS excel®.
The ability to import and export structural information is 
fundamental to fitting simulation into the design workflow. 
CST STUDiO SUiTe filter options include: SAT, STL, iGeS, STeP, 
Nastran, vDA-FS, Autodesk inventor®, Pro/eNGiNeer®, CATiA® 
v4 and v5, DXF™, GDSii, Multilayer Gerber, ODB++, Cadence® 
Allegro®, Cadence SPeCCTrA®, Mentor Graphics® expedition™, 
Mentor Graphics Board Station®, Mentor Graphics Hyperlynx®, 
Mentor Graphics PADS®, Zuken Cr5000, Agilent ADS layouts, 
Awr Microwave Office® layouts, Synopsys® Saber, Sonnet® 
models, biological voxel data.

External tools/frameworks

Built-in optimizer

Layout tools

CAD tools

CST modeler

Circuit simulators

Input OutputAnalysis

Field results

Spice models

Optimized geometry

S-parameters

CST STUDIO SUITE solverParameterized 3D-models

COM/D-COMMultiphysics
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import Quality

import options are available in the majority of simulation tools  
nowadays, but their effectiveness is often impaired by seemingly 
insignificant flaws in the model. For a complex structure, even  
if only a very small proportion of the model is missing, it may be  
impossible to continue without extensive modeling work to  
repair it. imports from eDA tools are particularly prone to small 
gaps and edges which unnecessarily complicate the simulation 
model. CST MwS contains a sophisticated cleaning procedure 
as well as automatic healing; these features, combined with 
the robust mesher, enable effective simulation even for quite 
corrupt CAD data.

“CST specializes in passive 3D EM field simulation and, 
through partnerships with best-in-class active simulation 
tools, has made true co-simulation and co-optimization an 
everyday task. CST MICROWAVE STUDIO contains a power-
ful and easy-to-use solid modeler, and its powerful import 
filters enable the successful import and parameterization of 
complex geometrical data.”

3D eM Application Team, 
infineon Technologies AG

Gauge for a speedometer driven 

by a stepping motor imported through the iGeS interface.

Detail of a camcorder: the complete device was modeled, simulated and 

subsequently modified to comply with FCC Class-B. 
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http://www.cst.com/Content/Products/MWS/ImpExp.aspx
http://www.cst.com/Content/Products/MWS/ImpExp.aspx
http://www.cst.com/Content/Applications/Article/Article.aspx?id=270
http://www.cst.com/Content/Applications/Article/Article.aspx?id=270
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eMC analysis of a cable harness.

Complete Technology
Time domain and frequency domain simulation are often seen as competing methods, 
but both have their advantages and disadvantages. Time domain is well-regarded for  
its ability to solve large, complex or broadband problems, whereas frequency domain 

– using tetrahedral instead of rectangular gridding – can approximate detailed models 
and simulate resonant systems well. CST has developed both technologies over the 
years, for instance by introducing PBA to the time domain solver and fast resonant 
methods to the frequency domain solver, but neither approach is perfect for every 
application. instead, CST STUDiO SUiTe offers both approaches, complemented by  
specialized solvers such as transmission line matrix (TLM), good for eMC/eMi problems, 
and the integral equation solver, with the multi level fast multipole method (MLFMM),  
for electrically-large systems.
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http://www.cst.com/Content/Products/MWS/Solvers.aspx
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rCS of a ship at 16.8 GHz
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Why is it important to Have a Complete Solution?

CST software makes it easy to switch from one solver to another without changing 
the model or the parametric settings, so users can find the most appropriate method 
for each problem and minimize the simulation run time. if the project requirements 
change, we offer test licenses so that models can be tried with any feature or solver; 
buying a new solver for CST STUDiO SUiTe is far more economical than buying, install-
ing and learning a whole new package.
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Confidence Through Cross-Verification

Sometimes simulation and measurements just don’t agree – but 
why? Often, when there is a discrepancy between the two, it is 
the simulation which is assumed to be in error. However, because 
the time and frequency domain solvers in CST STUDiO SUiTe 

use radically different approaches, agreement between the two  
bolsters confidence in the simulation results. if the two numerical 
methods come to the same result, the cause of the deviation must 
be elsewhere – for example, modeling or measurement errors.
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Current distribution on the metallic surface of a 155 m long ship excited by a plane wave of 400 MHz: the relative permitivity (81) and conductivity (0.01 S/m)  

of salt water are considered in the simulation.
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“CST MICROWAVE STUDIO is our daily work-horse for fast and  
accurate EM simulation of passive microwave components. 
It lays a solid foundation from which Spinner provides high 
performance RF technology worldwide.”
Dr. Martin Lorenz, Spinner GmbH

Multiphysics analysis of a cavity filter (courtesy of Spinner GmbH):  

from top, the electric field, the temperature distribution and the mechanical 

deformation, exaggerated plot.

Multiphysics Analysis

electromagnetic design is undoubtedly the main goal of most 
CST STUDiO SUiTe users. However, eM fields have secondary 
effects on the properties of systems. Metallic or dielectric 
losses can heat up and even damage the structure, and the 
resulting forces can mechanically deform devices and change 
their electromagnetic behavior, for example, detuning filters. 
CST MPHYSiCS STUDiO contains a number of solvers for the 
analysis of stationary and transient thermal effects (including  
a bio-heat model for biological tissues) as well as mechanical 
stress. The solver modules are tightly integrated. The definition 
of a simulation task sequence is straightforward and the model 
parameterization is kept across multiple physical domains.
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System Assembly and Modeling

Complete Technology for eM simulation is one of the key strengths 
of CST STUDiO SUiTe, and System Assembly and Modeling 
(SAM) provides a design environment that simplifies the man-
agement of simulation projects in many ways.

A device may consist of many components, each of which may 
be solved best with a different solution method. The perfor-
mance of such a large or complex system can be affected by 
the interactions between components, so simply simulating 
individual components separately may not be sufficient. SAM 
provides a framework for carrying out parametric simulations 
and optimizations of entire systems efficiently.

in SAM, a system is described by a schematic. in the simplest 
case, this is a single block representing a parameterized 3D 
model. The user defines the calculations to be carried out by
setting up simulation tasks, so that the results of different
solvers or model configurations can be used within one simu-
lation project. The simulation tasks can be linked, allowing 
data to cascade from one simulation to the next. For example, 
the electromagnetic analysis of a filter could be followed by  
a thermal simulation, the resulting mechanical deformation  
found, and finally this geometric change could be used in an-
other electromagnetic simulation to investigate the detuning 
effect. All simulations and links can be defined easily in SAM  
to enable a seamless multiphysics workflow.

System Assembly and Modeling: Multiple simulation projects can be set up from 

one master project. This example shows an antenna assembled from an ortho-mode 

transducer, a horn antenna and a reflector.

By adding more models to the schematic, the user can create 
a 3D system, using SAM to define the geometric alignment of 
the various components. Simulation tasks can be defined that 
include single or multiple components, and the user can specify 
which components should be simulated in 3D, and which solver 
and high-performance computing options should be used for 
each simulation. To lessen processing time, components can also 
be represented simply by their S-parameter representation or by 
a field source in the system simulation. Combining different 
levels of simulation complexity helps to reduce the computa-
tional effort required to analyze a complex model accurately. 
if necessary, SAM also allows the user to create and simulate their 
system in full 3D.
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Temperature after 30 min.

Matching/tuning circuit for the Mri system.

Flexible array for 7 Tesla Mri consisting of eight stripline-meander elements.  

The gradient coil and a detailed human voxel model are modeled during the simulation.  

Courtesy of erwin L. Hahn institute for Mri, essen, Germany.
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True Transient eM/Circuit Co-Simulation

Line defect waveguide in a photonic crystal.UwB balanced amplifier for 3-5 GHz analyzed using 

true transient circuit/eM co-simulation.

imported PCB for power integrity analysis.

A transient 3D eM/circuit co-simulation 
works by continuously exchanging currents 
and voltages at model ports between  
the CST MwS full-wave simulation and 
a circuit simulation in CST DS as the sig-
nal propagates through the model. There 
are two major advantages to transient 
co-simulation compared to standard eM/
circuit co-simulation:

 ó The time-consuming derivation of the 
3D structure’s full S-matrix is no longer 
required, since the circuit elements are 
placed directly into the electromagnetic 
field simulation. This can lead to tremen-
dous simulation speed-ups, especially 
models with many ports and lumped 
elements like PCBs.

 ó Transient eM/circuit co-simulation also 
calculates the transient electromagnetic 
fields that result from interactions with 
non-linear elements such as diodes. The 
broadband nature of the transient simu-
lation means that multiple harmonics 
are automatically taken into account.

http://www.cst.com/Content/Applications/Article/3D+IR-Drop+simulation+of+a+complex+multilayer+PCB?path=apps.eda.PI
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CST – Computer Simulation Technology

Founded in 1992, CST offers the market’s widest range of 3D electromagnetic field 
simulation tools.

CST’s ground-breaking Complete Technology approach complements its market- and 
technology-leading time domain solver with a range of other methods, thus offering 
unparalleled accuracy and versatility for all applications.

Our customers are market leaders in industries as diverse as telecommunications, 
defense, automotive, electronics and healthcare. Today, we enjoy a leading position  
in the high-frequency 3D eM simulation market and employ 210 sales, development, 
and support personnel around the world. 

The Foundation of CST’s Success

CST’s success is based on the implementation of leading edge technology in a user-
friendly interface.

with the introduction of the proprietary PerFeCT BOUNDArY APPrOXiMATiON (PBA) 
in 1998 with the first version of CST MiCrOwAve STUDiO, CST’s flagship product,  
CST established a profound technical advantage.

CST has built on this success, encouraging innovation and investing in product develop-
ment. The resulting expansion in solver technology has inspired CST’s Complete Tech- 
nology approach to simulation. This enables users to select the most appropriate method  
for their application, and provides confidence in results through cross-verification.

CST provides timely local support through its highly qualified technical support forces. 
Together with its committed distributors and representatives, CST supports its eM 
products in over 30 countries.

http://www.cst.com
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